
 

A Reminder about Plagiarism and Self-Plagiarism 

The School of Political Science and Economics 

 

With the majority of the courses in the School being offered online this semester, you 

should expect to have more opportunities to submit a paper or report as an assignment. 

When you write a paper or report, always keep in mind that, regardless of the length of the 

piece, it is essential to include proper citations, with no omissions. Quoting or borrowing 

words, statements, or ideas from other work without proper acknowledgement of their 

sources will be considered plagiarism.  

 

Plagiarism is a serious academic offence and will not be tolerated under any circumstances. 

You should also remember that reusing your own work (e.g., a paper or report that you have 

submitted to another course) will be regarded as an act of self-plagiarism. Severe cases of 

plagiarism and self-plagiarism will result in the student in question losing credits for all the 

courses that he or she has taken during the semester. The student in question may even end 

up being suspended from study.  

 

To avoid plagiarism, you should always follow the principles below:  

1. When you quote or borrow words, statements, or ideas from other work, you must 

acknowledge their sources.  

2. To distinguish your words, statements, or ideas from someone else’s, cite each item 

appropriately (down to the page number of a journal article or a book). This applies to both 

the main text and the list of references in your paper or report.  

3. When you reuse words, statements, or ideas that have first appeared in any of your other 

papers or reports, you must acknowledge their sources.  

The first-year students in the School will have learned how to avoid plagiarism in “Basic 

Seminar.” All the other students are asked to review the content of that course.  

 

 

More details can be found at:  

“Avoiding Plagiarism”  

https://www.waseda.jp/fpse/pse/assets/uploads/2015/06/Avoiding-Plagiarism.pdf  

“Self-Plagiarism in Reports, Papers, and Theses”  

https://www.waseda.jp/fpse/pse/assets/uploads/2015/06/Self-Plagiarism-in-Repor

ts-Papers-and-Theses.pdf 



Turnitin and “similarity reports” 

 

Turnitin is a software that creates “similarity reports” on your assignments by 

comparing them to text in its database and sources on the Internet. When you submit an 

assignment for the first time, please make sure that you accept the Turnitin End-User 

License Agreement (see below). Failing to accept the agreement will result in your 

submitted assignment(s) being left unmarked. 

Once accepted, the agreement will apply to all assignments that you will submit to the 

course in question.  

 

 

 

 


